Greed
As Aaron comforted him, Hugo thought, greed is my nemesis. That
was how Hugo landed himself in hot soup. He could still recall the moment
he was crying as it was the only time he felt so guilty and remorseful in
his life.

From this incident, Hugo learnt not to be greedy and to think of
others. Hugo hoped that he would not succumb to temptation in the
future.

Toh Zheng Hao
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An Accident
The automatic doors opened swif tly and Jack rushed in. He
glanced quickly at the sign boards along the wide-polished corridor and
hurriedly walked along towards the Accident & Emergency section. The
waiting area was crowded with people. At that moment, a patient was
rushed in with a bloodied chest. A nurse was holding onto the wound in
an attempt to stop the bleeding.

Jack swallowed. He could feel the smell of antiseptic at the
back of his throat. He gathered his steps and reached the set of double
doors at the end of the corridor. He dashed into a brightly-lit room where
he saw plenty of IV lines by the bed with plastic chairs at the sides. The
room was full of patients. Some were moaning as they laid on the beds
and gritting their teeth in their unsuccessful attempts to minimise the
pain.

Out of the corner of his eye, he saw Tom. His body was wrapped
with bandages and he looked like a mummy. Come to think of it, Tom
would not be here if it were not for him …
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An Accident
The sun shone into Jack’s room, waking him up from his sleep.
Rubbing the sleep away from his eyes, he slowly sat up. He thought to
himself that he had better hurry to prepare as he would be meeting up
his best friend, Tom. He jumped out of bed and ran down the stairs. He
went to the coffee table and found his breakfast on the table. He quickly
gobbled his sandwich, savouring the butter melting in his mouth.

“Mum! I am going to the park to play soccer with Tom. I will
not be home for lunch!” Jack hollered.

Without waiting for a reply, he dashed out
through the doors af ter grabbing his soccer ball in the hallway.

When Jack reached the park, he found Tom already waiting for
him. They had a whale of time playing soccer and soon, it was time for
lunch. They headed towards the nearby shop across the road while
discussing soccer techniques.

All of a sudden, John had a mischievous idea.
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An Accident

"Hey Tom, why don’t we race each other to the
convenience store? The last one there will treat the other to lunch,” Jack
challenged.

He knew this would be very tempting for Tom. Caught
bet ween the devil and the deep blue sea, Tom was not very sure of what
to choose. He found the idea very tempting and also, he did not want
Jack to think of him to be a scaredy-cat.

"Last one to the convenience store is a rotten egg!" Tom
agreed and just with that, little did Tom know that he would be lying in
the hospital for t wo weeks, having to move about with crutches for the
next three months.

"One, t wo, three ... start!" Jack exclaimed.
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An Accident
The duo raced across the road. Unfortunately, in the haste of
excitement, they forgot the basic rule of traffic safety. They crossed the
road while the traffic light was red.

Honk! A car horn blew.

Watch out!" Jack screamed.

Tom turned his head just in time to see the car heading towards
him. A look of shock flickered in his's eyes.

Af ter that, everything seemed to move in slow motion in Jack’s
eyes. He saw Tom getting hit and then flying in the air for a few feet
from the strong impact. His body landed on the hard ground and it was
bent in an awkward position, with a pool of blood surrounding him. The
driver slowly exited the car, still reeling from the shock of the accident.
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An Accident
Jack swallowed hard and rushed towards Tom. Is Tom
conscious? Could he have passed out? Will his injuries be fatal? Is it
possible that he could have ... died? It was all his fault. He was the one
who suggested the race, didn’t he? A million thoughts rushed through
his mind as he ran towards Tom's limp body.

Jack looked desperately to the bystanders for help. Luckily, a
kind lady whipped out her phone and called the ambulance.
Af ter wards, she took a wet towel and wrapped it around Tom’s injured
leg.

Every minute seemed like an hour while they waited
anxiously for the ambulance. Finally, af ter what seemed like an
eternity, the ambulance arrived. The paramedics put Tom on the
stretcher and the ambulance drove him away.
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An Accident
Jack borrowed the lady's phone and called Tom’s parents. They
were so worried when they heard that he was warded in the hospital
and a wave of guilt hit Jack. Next, he called his parents and told them
that about the accident. Jack hailed a taxi and hurried over to the
hospital.

"Excuse me? Can I help you?" A voice startled Jack to reality.

Looking back, Jack could still recall that the reason why Tom
was here was all because of his silly idea. Jack hoped that Tom would
forgive him. In fact, they resolved to always abide by the traffic rules
so that such an accident would not happen again.

Now Jack and Tom finally understood the quote by Eleanor
Evert, ’For safety is not a gadget but a state of mind.’
Illustrated by
Koh Kai En Keelia

Koh Kai En Keelia
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An Accident
It was a cold Tuesday af ternoon. The leaves rustled in the cool
breeze. Gently, the trees swayed lef t and right in the wind. The
mischievous t wins, Joel and Tom, were going back home af ter school.
They were as happy as larks because it was their birthday and their
mother had promised to give them a fun celebration.

There were dreamy smiles on their faces. They could not wait to
see what their birthday gif ts were. They were like a dog with t wo tails.
Both of them were very excited and could not control it. In their
excitement to get home, they decided to run across the road before
reaching the traffic junction.
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